World Briefs

(C) 1971 New York Times News Service

WASHINGTON—President Nixon announced Thursday that because of the "realities of the situation" the United States will vote to seat Peking in the United Nations Security Council. He also said that the United States would vote against the expulsion of Nationalist China and will work to prevent it.

NEW YORK—A Soviet biologist who was arrested and confined in a mental institution last year has defied official warnings and written a book about parole and alcohol rules has slowed progress towards a campus spirit of hall community. "If students do not feel that the Board of Trustees has greatly impeded our progress towards a campus-wide spirit of hall community," the council wrote in a letter given Stephan yesterday.

The letter given to Board Chairman Edmund Stephan, expressed the council's belief in student responsibility which could be enhanced by close cooperation between the SLC and the HPC.

"We feel the implementation of our suggestions and closer communication and cooperation between the Hall Presidents and the SLC would foster an attitude effectively as we can to accomplish within the halls that would be more workable from both the Trustees and the students' points of view," the HPC letter continued.

"For true community spirit to exist, students must have a significant role in the formulation of policy which must fundamentally governs their lives," they wrote.

The Hall Presidents' Council

Stephan meets with SLC

W. Dennis Duggan

An attempt to clear the air between the Board of Trustees and the Student Life Council was made Thursday when representatives of the SLC met with Edmund Stephan in the Center for Continuing Education.

The discussion centered around Stephan's letter to the SLC Chairman, Professor William Fegan.

"Parietals seem to be the big issue," Egan said. He added that the SLC must come up with some sort of guidelines and sanctions concerning parietal and drinking rules.

SBP John Barkett felt that the Trustees were in a difficult position because they had to consider both the moral and public relations implications of the problem.

Barkett said, "The Trustees are responsible for the University. How they view their responsibilities and how we view ours when violation hours are the question results in two different interpretations.

Barkett also voiced his opinion that most of the Notre Dame students were responsible enough to handle themselves with regard to parietals.

Both Stephan and Barkett agreed that the crux of the problem was a generation gap. Further talks are planned to discuss the problem.

HPC urges Trustee Board

Claims progress 'impeled'

1971 New York Times

WASHINGTON, SEPT. 16—President recognizes and I recognize today that the United States will vote to seat Peking in the Security Council as well as the General Assembly of the United Nations because this policy "reflects the realities of the situation.

But Nixon also told an un-scheduled news conference at his White House office this afternoon that "we will vote against the expulsion of the Republic of China and we will work as effect-ively as we can to accomplish that goal."

In discussing his intention to visit the People's Republic of China, Nixon said he thought his talks with Premier Chou En-Lai would have a "very great differences" between the two countries.

He expected the Peking discussions to be productive, he said, because Premier Chou En-Lai both publicly and privately, doesn't take the usual naive sentimental idea, and neither do I. We just get to know each other all of our differences are going to evaporate."

Nixon, who announced last July that the visit would occur before next May, refused to say when his trip would take place.

But he volunteered that the arrangements for it are being worked out in a "very satisfactory way."

Responding to other questions of foreign policy, the president said the U.S. would not cut off relations between the two countries.

The sessions were mainly questions on the future of political negotiations between the People's Republic and the U.S.
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MONEY isn't everything but lack of it is!

PART-TIME WORK
287-3774
CAR NECESSARY

ATTEND FREE SPEED-READING LESSON

You'll Increase Your Reading Speed On The Spot!

World Famous Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics offers you a free glimpse of what it's like to be able to read and study much faster.

You'll actually be taught how to read and study much faster. You'll be taught techniques that will improve your reading and study speed on the spot.

You'll find this Special Free offer of increased reading speed to be an exciting and unusual experience.

We want you to decide for yourself the value of becoming a Speed Reader. Evelyn Wood Style.

For the first time we are offering a Special Speed Reading Lesson to provide you with a glimpse of what it's like to be able to read and study almost as fast as you can turn pages... and you'll actually participate in the techniques that will improve your reading and study speed on the spot.

You'll find this Special Free offer of increased reading speed to be an exciting and unusual experience.

Evelyn Wood, and watch them read fast!

You'll hear what the faculty, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff says about you'll hear what the faculty read fast!

Evelyn Wood, and watch them read fast!

World Famous Evelyn Wood

Grad students living in Carroll Hall have not received a response from the University in regard to an on-campus parking proposal they submitted in July. Copy of the proposal was given to Fr. James Riehle, Dean of Students. The proposal was presented verbally to Fr. Thomas Chambers, the Director of Student Residence, and to Arthur Pears, Director of Security.

Fr. Riehle's office gave an immediate negative response. "I doubt if he even read the proposal," stated George Henry, a member of the group who drew up the proposal. On Tuesday Mr. Pears stated that Fr. Riehle had taken over the problem. Fr. Chambers and Fr. Riehle could not be contacted on Tuesday for a response to the proposal.

Free SPEED READING Lessons:
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
4, 6, and 8p.m.
Center for Continuing Education
Notre Dame Ave.
Across from the Morris Inn

Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS

Grad parking asked

by Neil Loughrey

Grad students living in Carroll Hall have not received a response from the University in regard to an on-campus parking proposal they submitted in July. Copy of the proposal was given to Fr. James Riehle, Dean of Students. The proposal was presented verbally to Fr. Thomas Chambers, the Director of Student Residence, and to Arthur Pears, Director of Security.

Fr. Riehle's office gave an immediate negative response. "I doubt if he even read the proposal," stated George Henry, a member of the group who drew up the proposal. On Tuesday Mr. Pears stated that Fr. Riehle had taken over the problem. Fr. Chambers and Fr. Riehle could not be contacted on Tuesday for a response to the proposal.

ATTENTION ENGINEERING STUDENTS

The N.D. Technical Review magazine invites you to purchase an article, report or any essay of general interest to engineers. Something already written for another purpose may be useful.

Questions of inquires contact Ed Young, 611 Planner (1382) now.

The students need parking spaces for fifty cars. These additional autos could be accommodated on two vacant fields adjacent to the hall. If this could not be arranged the students proposed that they set up a shuttle service among themselves to the parking lots D-1 and C near the stadium and Stepan Center.

There are two gates located near the hall used only by university vehicles and delivery trucks where students would be able to use.
New York Times

WASHINGTON - President Nixon declared today that he would substitute a program of "strong, effective" voluntary restraint on corporate profits after the 90-day freeze on wages and prices expires in November.

The American people "don't want to live in a country followed by a thaw where you can get stuck in the mud," the President told reporters at an impromptu news conference in the oval office this afternoon.

Nixon declined to discuss specifics of the proposal being drawn up in consultation with business, labor, and agricultural leaders and government officials. But his comments left little doubt that he was in favor of a program of voluntary restraints backed up by legal authority to force rollback of price and wage increases the government would consider inflationary.

"Phase two will be strong," the President said. "It will be effective." And although he said it would require the cooperation of both labor and management, he called it "vitally important" that the follow-up program have both in it. "You cannot have a program that is effective without teeth," Nixon added.

There was no mention during the 30-minute news conference. Nixon's first since he announced the freeze of forthcoming restraints on corporate profits and stockholder dividends.

Nor did the President affirm reports that he administration leaned toward a government board, rather than a tripartite board representing business, labor and the public, to monitor the second phase of his anti-inflation program.

Leaders of organized labor told the President at the White House last Friday that they would favor a tripartite board and reaffirmed their interest in controls on corporate profits and dividends. Labor officials, backed by some Democratic members of Congress, have been sharply critical of the President for freezing wages and prices without similar restraints on profits.

Nixon also indicated, in response to a question, that he could live with a congressional cut in his proposed freeze for a 10 per cent investment tax credit this year.

Republican on the House Ways and Means Committee, has called for a flat 7 per cent investment tax credit and the committee chairman, Representative Wilbur Mills, Democrat of Arkansas, has advocated a single figure without specifying what it should be.

"We believe that the 10 per cent 5 per cent approach is much the better one," Nixon said. "Because it will give the charge to the economy in the year we need it, which is now. On the other hand, 7 per cent would be better than nothing."

The President said that his entire economic package was balanced and "we are going to fight for it." If Congress should alter portions of it but move toward the same goals of holding inflation and providing jobs, "I would tend to consider it as affirmatively unless it completely blew the top off our budget," Nixon added.

The first malt liquor good enough to be called BUDWEISER.

Viet election boycott urged for Buddhists

SAIGON, SEPT. 16 - The powerful anti-government An Quang Buddhists call today on South Vietnam's Buddhist majority and "All other freedom and democracy loving people" to boycott the unopposed presidential referendum on October 3.

They have thus joined the slowly coalescing opposition to President Thieu's government, along with a still largely unorganized group of anti-government intellectuals, students, and government officials.

In another development, sporadic street violence breaks out near the An Quang Pagoda in Saigon's Chinese section as police break up a demonstration at which another opposition group burned their voter registration cards as a protest against the one-man elections.

Police blanketed the area with tear gas while a handful of Buddhist activists threw stones and two molotov cocktails. About 30 voting cards were burned.

The organizer of the voting card burning, Tran Ngoc Lien, is a well-known French-educated lawyer and leader of anti-government intellectual groups.

With his eyes streaming from the tear gas, he distributed a statement accusing the American government of having imposed an "unpopular, dictatorial regime" on South Vietnam, and calling for a boycott of the elections.

The An Quang Buddhist monks were not directly involved in the voting card burning demonstration, but the issuance of their communiqué today signaled to many the militant faction's open return to the political scene.

With his eyes streaming from the tear gas, he distributed a statement accusing the American government of having imposed an "unpopular, dictatorial regime" on South Vietnam, and calling for a boycott of the elections.

The An Quang Buddhist monks were not directly involved in the voting card burning demonstration, but the issuance of their communiqué today signaled to many the militant faction's open return to the political scene.

2ND AND FINAL WEEK

TONITE OPEN 6:30

NOW AVAILABLE AT THE
NOTRE DAME BOOKSTORE

PARESHGHAN AND
NOTRE DAME FOOTBALL

by Ara Parseghian and
tom Pagaa. The coaches handbook. An inside look at the "Parseghian system", from practice field to game action. The philosophy, drills, formations, plays, and strategy that make Notre Dame America's No. 1 college football team. Over 400 illustrations, photos, diagrams...for coaches, players and super fans of the Fighting Irish.

.....$3.95

also available

NOTRE DAME FROM ROCKNE TO PARSEGHIAN...by Francis Wallace...hardbound $5.95

KING OF COACHES, Brother Daniel Bengert's story of Knute Rockne...paperback...$1.25

KNUTE ROCKNE, YOUNG ATHLETE BY Van Riper...$2.75

THE OBSERVER
Nader's Raider stresses involvement in InPRIG

Stressing the importance of unity in success, Nader Raider Joe Highland urged his Grace Hall audience yesterday to join in a concerted effort to make the Indiana Public Interest Research Group (InPRIG) a reality on this campus.

The group, which acts basically as a consumer watchdog dog group, is solely funded and run by students. The money collected is used to finance research projects and to pay salaries of a number of professionals (lawyers, environmental scientists, etc.) which the group hires on a full-time basis to investigate and prosecute its findings.

Calling Public Interest Research Groups a "new aspect of education and simultaneously a new way of life," Highland stated that many students are now receiving academic credit in Minnesota, Oregon and other states for consumer-related research projects.

The term "raider" Coordinator of the Minnesota Public Interest Research Group (MIPRIG) cited as a reason for the necessity of PRIG, the failure of certain governmental agencies, such as the Food and Drug Administration.

Highland believes that "People have too much faith in the government. They feel that when they buy hamburger, it is good hamburger, otherwise the store wouldn't sell it." This type of reasoning, Highland feels, necessitates the Public Interest Research Groups.

Highland cited as examples of student effort the research done by Connecticut students in the property taxes in the city of Wallingford. Students found that "records were being kept in pencil as they could be changed." The Nader's raider went on to point out that there was a --a vast difference in rates in the city between Industry and homeowners.

Highland pointed out that Ralph Nader considers students "the backbone of his organization." He noted the pending sex discrimination case in Oregon which was totally student initiated. Women employees at Oregon State University, Highland revealed, are earning up to $400 less than men in the same positions.

Highland ended his talk by citing InPRIG as a challenge to the students of Indiana. He assured his audience that the organizational road was a long one, but noted the perseverance of the students in Minnesota and Oregon as examples to follow.

Science Quarterly takes on Prof Mead

Notre Dame's Science Quarterly has a new editor. Gene Molinelli earlier this week. Science Quarterly is a magazine published for the science majors of the university. Mead is repeating Dr. Emil T. Hoffman as moderator of the Science Quarterly, since Hoffman recently became dean of the Freshmen Year of Studies. Darwin Mead is presently a physics instructor and the Assistant Dean of the College of Science.

Molinelli also revealed several changes in the magazine's organization. Pat Wyant is the Associate Editor. The first time, Science Quarterly has an office in Nieuwland Science Hall. Molinelli issued a plea for volunteers to assist the staff in printing out the magazine. He said, "Last year we had a problem --most of the students were kind of indifferent to the reasoning."

Freshman Year of Studies

People of Notre Dame

Inaugural Lecture by

Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C.

Monday, September 20, 1971
7:30 p.m. Washington Hall

TERMPAPERS UNLIMITED

"We give results"
295 Huntington Ave
Boston, Mass. 02115
(617) 267-3000
never devoid of movement; it is filled with any number of teen-age dance variations, something always grinding, shouting, hurtling through the air with blinking speed.

If you managed to catch the Rolling Stones on any of their cross-country stops last November, you probably know who I'm talking about. On that same show with them was the Ike and Tina Turner Revue, and their success was as overpowering that in many cases, the Stones had to wait patiently backstage in order to let the crowd cool down enough for them to make their entrance. In San Francisco, Ike and Tina left things in such an uproar that the show was delayed a full forty-five minutes. In New York, the response was nearly as great.

The reason behind all this excitement is not too hard to understand! Ike has taken a common formula—girl, music, almost blatant sexuality—and organized all the pieces into a show that never lets up its assault on the audience. When you're not being confronted with the astron shing shape, rhythm, and power of Tina's ever-so-busty voice, you're overwhelmed with the spectacle of four incredibly beautiful chicks slamming around the stage like pieces of quacksilver, almost in precision, but not quite enough to take away from the spontaneity of their performance.

On record, as you might expect, a lot of this power has been lost. The Turners' best album to date is the partially Phil Spector-produced River Deep, Mountain High (A & M), though it must be said that each of their other albums contains at least two or three cuts that amply demonstrate how Ike and Tina go about making music. In the title song of their latest release, The Hunter (Blue Thumb), they manage to get it on in fine shape: when Tina sings the line about getting "you in the pits of my l-o-a-v-e gun," stretching out that single word to unbelievable lengths, almost caressing it before she is finished, the effect is likely to send shivers down even the least likely of backbones.

But if you care at all about seeing them in top form, the best place to catch Ike and Tina is live, where the visual dynamics of their stage show really have room to come across. Tina is one of those classic performers who is able to transform the meaning of words simply by saying them, bringing them all within her personal approach to music. For example, when John Lennon does the song "Come Together," he sings it in a way particularly suited to John Lennon: warbling, relying on absurd syllable combinations, endowing it with his own vision and personality. But Tina takes the same song and gives it a whole double meaning—"Get to be good-looking"—cause he's so hard to see—that never was remotely hinted at in the Lennon version. The effect is pure dynamite.

The Turners round out their show with a pair of songs featuring long recitations by Tina, and invariably, they never fail to provoke large-scale response from an audience. The first, "I'm Feeling," "I'm Loving You (A Little Too Long)," is soft, mused, Tina standing quietly in a dim spotlight talking about the man she loves. "Cause you got what I want..." Another prompt from Ike: "And you got what I need." "Yes, you got what I need."

And after that, Tina is on her own. "Oohhhhh, I wish you were here... please give it to me. Shhhhh..."

The lights grow ever dimmer, the hand in back is just a whisper. "Memmmmmmm..."

"Tina groans, once, twice, again. Whistles from the crowd. "Oh, honey!" she sighs, caressing the microphone, its stand, drawing it in closer to her, pushing against it with her hips. "Ummmmmm..."

Finally, a last low shudder: woman in the final stages of ecstasy. Needless to say, the place goes wild.

Ike, Tina, and Ikettes use that excitement to move into the next and final song, a hard-nosed, nail-'em-to-the-walls version of "Respect." "I want to know, tell me..." she yells somewhere in the middle, "I just want to know..."

Who's makin' love to your old lady

When you're outside makin' love

And she chuckles a little up on stage. She walks back, stands by Ike, the microphone in her hand. "Do you know what he has the nerve to tell me? He says 'baby, how'm I supposed to know how to fully appreciate you if I can't test what's out there in the streets?'

Laughter, much applause. Ike gives his arms for the crowd, a knowing smile on his face. Tina walks back to the front of the stage. "Well, girls, I think we're getting a little tired of the men always having their way. Now we're gonna start going out on the streets, 'cause we figure that anything out there that's good enough for them...is good enough for us too!" A huge roar. The kid next to me falls out of his seat, flopping in the aisle screaming "too much! too much!"

A little spontaneous ovation has developed over to the right. I look around. Not a soul has his attention directed anyw here but the stage. Everybody is sitting in the aisles; there's a strobe light going nowhere; there is a body sitting in the aisle behind me, with hair falling; leaning back, punching at the air, left foot upraised; body all curves and angles, face profiled like some Indian Princess. "Too Much! That kid rolling around in the aisle was still screaming, and of everybody there, he was the one who put his finger directly on the key.

also this weekend

The KAP Center is sponsoring a free rock concert this Sunday, September 19. The concert will take place at Howard Park, from two o'clock to seven. There will be free food. And the music is free too. Bands featured will include Atlantis, The Brain Police, and Crazed Pork. The Last Gasp Film Festival of St. Mary's will screen the Fontaine-Nureyev version of Romeo and Juliet today. It will be shown at three thirty, seven and nine o'clock in the Little Theatre. Admission is seven fifty cents and season tickets will be sold at the door.

The stage is bare except for a fairly unusual-looking back-up band: four horns, a pair of guitars, drums, and a piano. After a brief introduction, three girls come out, dressed sexily, but looking almost prim and proper when compared to the she-demon who leads them. From the moment they appear, the stage is
CLASSIFIED ADS

Need ride from N.Y. area to Notre Dame on any home football weekend. Call Jim 298-7632.

For Sale: 1965 Ford Falcon 300 dollars. Call 234-9889 after 11:00 p.m.

New Posters of all varieties in stock at great prices. Come to R5 Planner or 611 Race or call 1694 stock at great prices. Come to 815.

Child Care Service Ages 3 and up. Full or part time. 2419 Riverside Drive South Bend 287-1777.

URGENT! Need ride as far East as possible Sept. 17th. Will share planner or 611 Race or call 1694.

Easter Bunny. Love Same.

PART TIME WORK

Selling an investment program. Must work 10 hr. minimum all season. Commission. Call Jim Earl 235-1571.


Mary. Hope your weekend is SUNNY.

Men's and ladies' watch, ring, jewelry of all types. BRAND NAME, complete line, not hot. Call Tom 3325.

Lost - I.D. and football ticket. Have a happy September 19. Hope your weekend is SUNNY.


FM Radio, Tunester Cassettes, speakers $50. Call 660 or 699.

Sometimes it seems the mountains aren't the same. Happy Birthday - I miss you. Love Same.

For Rent: 3 apartments. Ideal for 2 students. Each. $50 monthly. Call Mrs. Silcott 233-3237.

Baby's First Prose: Student Union Offices 4th Floor La Fortune 1:00-2:00.

ND/SMC FRESH DIRECTORY: Student Union Offices 4th Floor La Fortune, 1:00-2:00.

Full or part time. 2419 Riverside Drive South Bend 287-1777.

Baseball Sale. Glove, bat, bleachers, all in one-stove (stove, sink and refrigerator). For washer, lots of household and miscellaneous. Mon. to Wed. noon till dark. 518 S. Dunscle, between Western and Ford Street.

HOUSE FOR RENT REASONABLE. NEAR CAMPUS 259-3136

Know how to make change? Learn the basic positions. For details call 1468 or 086.

Urgent Legal information: Student flying club contact Walt at 298-7632.

Wanting a growing group of student market investors, call 233-3932.

Reader wanted for partially sighted student for one hour daily. $2.00 per hour. Marty, 109 Fisher, 1896.

Reservations: Need Navy and Michigan State Tickets - Call Kevin 2360.

NEW 6-track TAPES. Only $1.40. Call 6711.

 Anyone interested in joining a student flying club contact Walt at 298-7632 or Bill at 1849.

THE NATIONAL LAMPOON: Share in the wisdom and insanity of America's College Humor Magazine. Subscribe now and save $1.00 over regular subscription rate. $4.00 over newsstand. Call for information. Paul 0686 or George 6483.

The Schwitzer-Barber plan would have singled out for a second round of negotiations these broader methods of correcting the balance of payments deficit, along with a discussion of restoring the link between the dollar and gold.

The American argument is that other countries must help the United States achieve a $13-billion swing-from a projected payments deficit of $8-billion, in a full-employment economy, to a surplus of $8-billion which Washington says is required to sustain American external defense, aid and investment obligations. The figures apply to the current account, that is trade in goods and financial services.

Hello: As I said I do make some mistakes and Wednesday I made them all. Many of you probably spent a great deal of time looking for your ad. Keep looking it finally made it today (I hope). I have made all the adjustments necessary to insure fairness to everyone. (Again, I hope)

Our policy stands:
1) Ads paid for when ordered. 2) Office hrs. 12:15 to 5:00. Ads ordered on day before publication. 3) Please let us know when I foul up your ad, because we strive for perfection. Right? 4) Stay with it. Kirk Robbins

NORWAY

The first malt liquor good enough to be called BUTWEISER.

BUDWEISER

AMERICAN ROSCEL, INC. - ST. LOUIS

(4) 1971 New York Times

LONDON, SEPT. 16- Efforts by the world's most powerful finance ministers to resolve the dollar crisis ended in deadlock today as the United States and its trade partners clung to hard opposing positions.

The atmosphere at Lancaster House became testy after lunch as ministers concluded the second meeting of the leading industrial nations known as the Group of Ten.

Agreement was reached only on the need for a realignment of currency values to correct the present imbalances in world trade and payments, a communiqué said.

Aspects of the problem are to be studied by various international bodies.

A high French participant reflecting the European sense of frustration told newsmen the meeting had ended "without any narrowing of views and with no success." A British official said simply: "Thumbs down."

However, a spokesman for U.S. Secretary of the Treasury John Connally said the American delegation felt the meeting had been "a promising beginning."

But he said the United States was not satisfied with the position of many countries wanting "to get back to fixed exchange rates with as little change as possible as soon as possible."

Connally himself left the meeting looking somber and tense, in contrast to his good mood yesterday. His only remark was: "I don't have anything to say today."

The principal source of disagreement was Connally's refusal to agree to negotiate on an outright devaluation of the dollar against gold or on specific conditions for removal of the American import surcharge.

Connally was quoted by a high French source as declaring: "I am authorized to say only I will not change our position one iota."

Other conference participants had supported an initiative by Pierre-Paul Schweitzer, managing director of the international monetary fund, and modified slightly by Anthony Barber, British Cgancellor of the Exchequer.

This plan proposed to tackle as a group the issues of changing currency values, widening the margin in which fixed rates can fluctuate, increasing the price of gold (thereby directly devaluing the dollar) and removing the surcharge.

Connally rejected this, and his spokesman later said: 'We're interested in the whole package.'

This was a reference to Washington's insistence that currency changes, trade liberalization and sharing of American international aid and defense obligations should all be discussed in connection with lifting the surcharge.

The Schweitzer-Barber plan would have singled out for a second round of negotiations these broader methods of correcting the balance of payments deficit, along with a discussion of restoring the link between the dollar and gold.

The American argument is that other countries must help the United States achieve a $13-billion swing-from a projected payments deficit of $8-billion, in a full-employment economy, to a surplus of $8-billion which Washington says is required to sustain American external defense, aid and investment obligations. The figures apply to the current account, that is trade in goods and financial services.
The Irish Eye

Football Picks

Last Saturday night it would have been difficult to tell who was more reduced - Jack Dustin or me. Dustin is the Northwestern defensive back who gets a lot of the credit for Michigan's three-quarter field goal attempt against Michigan last weekend that allowed the Wolverines to score a key touchdown in their important Big Ten win over the Cats.

While Dustin appeared the fool for his faux pas against Michigan, I didn't think it would take seven of the 10 teams picked to win their opening games last weekend down in defeat. Since Alex Agase, the Wildcat coach, stated that Dustin's error was a "fool," I might argue in my defense that four of the teams I called winners, S.C., LSU, Georgia Tech and Texas Tech, were ranked in the middle of their respective conferences in trying to score on a tough Northwestern team.

The Wildcats "D" held powerful Michigan and snub quarterback Kevin Casey without a first down for the first time in a game last weekend, won by the Wolverines, 21-4.

"He has a dangerous club," Parseghian remarked on Dustin's great deal. They have a good defense and great offensive skills.

"They outgained and out-first-downed us but again on Saturday," he continued. "With a quar­terback like (Maurice) Daigues­son and receivers like (Barry) Pearson and (Jim) Lash, they simply have a better passing game."

Of course if he thought the Wild­cats would have an advantage over the Irish because they've spent the last two weeks between practice and games, he didn't do what it was to find out what we'll do Saturday.

"Right now I'd say that either Klier or Steenbergen will start against Northwestern," Coach Ara Parseghian said Thursday.

He indicated that whoever looks best the physical shape Saturday would get the nod.

"Michigan has been com­plicated greatly by their various aliments," Parseghian said.

"Keeping the Irish field general cheese for the Irish faces a challenge in trying to score on a tough Northwestern team."

"The Wildcat receiving corps is good, and receivers like (Barry) Pearson and (Jim) Lash, they simply have a better passing game."
Dear Mr. Stephan:

For the past three years, Notre Dame has placed a great deal of emphasis on the implementation of hall life. A sense of autonomy and community has been fostered by both students and administration. We feel that the recent action of the Board of Trustees has greatly impeded our progress toward a campus-wide spirit of hall community. Specifically, we feel that the letter sent by you to Dr. Reuss has greatly impeded our progress toward our personal experiences in the halls, especially those of the past two weeks.

As residents of the twenty unique communities on campus, these differences are manifest not only in the physical structures, but also in the halls' atmosphere and the community at large.

We feel the implementation of student responsibility in the halls, bring to this letter the force of elected heads of the twenty individual halls. We feel the implementation of student responsibility in the halls will have on community life in the halls.
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